SUMMER NIGHTS AND ROMANCE IS IN THE AIR

AMANDA RIGHETTI AND PETER PORTE STAR IN
‘LOVE AT THE SHORE,’

A NEW, ORIGINAL HALLMARK CHANNEL ORIGINAL MOVIE WORLD PREMIERE SATURDAY,
JULY 29
Co-Stars Hallmark Channel’s “Happy the Dog”

STUDIO CITY, CA – April 19, 2017 – Principal photography began in Georgia this week
on “Love at the Shore,” a Hallmark Channel Original Movie premiering Saturday, July 29 (9
p.m. ET/PT). “Love At the Shore” stars Amanda Righetti (“Colony,” “The Mentalist”) and Peter
Porte (“Baby Daddy,” “The Young and the Restless”). The film also co-stars “Happy the Dog,”
Hallmark Channel’s two-year-old adopted Jack Russell Terrier mix. Happy the Dog is one of two
rescued pets belonging to Crown Media Family Networks, and the animals are the heart of the
company’s mission to showcase the joys shelter pets bring to our lives and to ending pet
homelessness.
“Love at the Shore” tells the story of author Jenna Thompson (Righetti), a mother of two young
children whose summer vacation plans take a turn when the family arrives at their summer rental
and meets the neighbor of the adjoining duplex: stubborn, unconventional, and attractive surfer
Lucas McKinnon (Porte). Jenna is neat and methodical, while Lucas rolls with and revels in life
as it comes. As Lucas and Jenna spend more of the summer together, he finds a softer side of
himself while dealing with Jenna and her children and Jenna realizes she may have been too
quick to judge a book by its cover.
“Seasonal programming events are a winning formula at Hallmark Channel,” said Michelle
Vicary, Executive Vice President, Programming and Publicity.
“‘Love At the Shore’ is a terrific addition to our ‘Summer Nights’ programming event, six all new,
original movies dedicated to fun, sand, and romance,” Vicary concluded.
“Love at the Shore” is a Crown Media Productions film. Stan Spry is the executive producer.
Steven Monroe directs from the screenplay by Laura Grant and Nicole Baxter.
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